The Textiles Surveillance Body will hold its first meeting of 1993 on 3 and 4 March, beginning at 10.00 a.m., in Room B. The points for discussion are as follows:

1. Adoption of the Agenda

Notification under Articles 8:4 and 11:5

2. Pakistan/United States (TEX.SB/1969)

Notifications under Article 2:1

3. Fiji (TEX.SB/1966)
4. Panama (TEX.SB/1880/Add.2)

Notifications under Article 4

7. Finland/Sri Lanka: Extension (TEX.SB/1971)
8. EEC/Argentina: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/1972)
9. EEC/Brazil: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/1973)
10. EEC/Bangladesh: Extension with Amendment (TEX.SB/1974)
11. EEC/Colombia: Extension (TEX.SB/1975)
15. EEC/Philippines: Extension & Amendment (TEX.SB/1979)

Notifications under Articles 7 and 8

18. Finland/Malaysia: Extension (TEX.SB/1982)
20. Finland/Thailand: Extension (TEX.SB/1984)

Notification under Article 11

21. Poland (TEX.SB/1968)

Notification under Article 3:5 - Report on bilateral consultations

22. United States/Bangladesh (TEX.SB/1965)

Other Business